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McDonald, David S

From: John Patenaude <johpat13@hotmail.com>
Sent: November-02-14 3:33 AM
To: Office of the Legislative Counsel
Subject: Electronic Cigarette AKA Vapourizers

Dear Sirs, Madams and other Government Officials: 

   I am a Vaper,  I used to be a Smoker for 29 Years. 
   It  begins  back in 1985 when I started smoking first it was a few a week, then a few packs a week 
until Finally  I was smoking a carton and a half  per week up until April 18 2014  when 
someone  introduced me to vaping  via  an EGO battery and a Kanger T3S 3 ml tank. 
for the first 2 days  I smoked and vaped,  noticing  how  my smoking  had reduced from a pack and 
a  half  down to about 10 smokes  ....  I never actually  planned on quitting ,I had planned on 
reducing  my Cigarette intake, but  not Quiting, it  just happened.   On Day 3  which  was April 21 
2014  I had Quit Smoking altogether, I woke up  and  picked up my  Vapourizer  instead of  going out 
to the garage to have a cigarette,  and from that time on  up to  Today  I've Quit  Smoking  for 6 
months and 12 days.  I've  YET to  pick up another  Cigarette since  April 21, 2014.  
     Now  to back up  a bit  to Actual Attempts  at quitting.....   Back when you needed a Perscription to get 
Nicorette and the  Nicorette patch,  I  had tried BOTH  to no avail.   I  also later had tried  ZYBAN  pills, 
no  useful effect still smoked  through all 3 of those  options.  Heck I even visited  the crowbar motel in 
Ottawa  for 20 days without smoking  not by my choice  even.   5 minutes  out the door  I was 
smoking  my 3 week old  cigarettes  hacking and gagging,  but still Smoking all the same. 
    This option  it may not be approved as a cessation device, thats fine  as it's not intended to be that, 
it's  intended to be a HARM  REDUCTION DEVICE  to allow smokers to continue to get their 
nicotine.   Yet without all the other things  like Tar, Carbon monoxide, nitrogen oxides, hydrogen 
cyanides and ammonia to name a few or  side effects related to these toxins.   These  do not 
come  without  any risks  I am aware of that,  but  walking  down the street  past the Diesel 
busses   or Trucks  or Cars stopped at a busy intersection for that matter  offer me  more toxins  and 
fumes than  my  Vapourizer  can offer  over the course of my use(to present 6 months).  I use 
Nicotine  in my  Vapourizer,  I started at  24 nic when I started vaping, over the course of 6 months 
I've reduced that to  6 nic,   so 1/4  the  content  of  nic.  per dose that I used to take in when I first 
started that is  quite the reduction   in intake, I've seen many other such  claims  as mine. 
    No one that I Personally know  thinks there should  be NO Regulation,  but  at the same 
time  OVER-REGULATION  can have a harmful effect on this  NEW  Technology   most of 
the  equipment  falls under  Consumer Electronics Regulations already, thus  needs  no further 
regulation In My Opinion.  The  E liquid  is being regulated by a group called  ECTA  (Electronic 
Cigarette Trade Association)  this applies to members of the association only though at this time  they 
have created testing requirements and such, Please  look into their standards for E liquid  and follow 
their  model  when  thinking about  regulations  as they  already  are on the  proper  path.  
  
    Minors Vaping----- None that I personally  have seen  Except  for  Variety Store and Gas Station 
"Cig A Likes"  I refer to them this  way as they appear look like  cigarettes  they  light up at 
their  end.... they generally  appear  like a cig   and  oh yeah they are DISPOSABLE much  like a 

cigarette or a cigarette package is.  these  cannot  be controlled  by Vapers  or Vape shops as they are  in 
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most cases not sold  by Vape shops   I would say that 100% of the vapeshops that I have gone to  or 
seen  all State very PLAINLY that they WILL NOT SELL to ANYONE  under 19   in 
ONTARIO  and  I'd assume such is the same in QUEBEC except for the age being 18,  as that is the 
Legal  smoking age in Quebec.   I refer to these 2 Provinces  as I live in upper Quebec   and do most 
of  my purchasing  of my Vaping  needs in Ontario along  with  most of my other shopping. 
 

       Illegal drugs in e-cigs------  UMMM  not very likely  as most illegal drugs  will not evaporate in the 
same  manner as  liquid  used  for vaping and I believe they  have their own apparatuses for such 
needs  IE the BONG, rolling papers and such other  goodies that they  use. 
 
    Youth and Flavours----   Are you proposing  Banning  or Regulating  Alcoholic  Beverages as well 
since  the flavoured  liqueurs  might entice children to drink  and then   not think and steal cars to drive 
while drunk?????    Adults  like  flavourings  as well Obviously  or  the alcohol 
manufacturers wouldn't  be  making  flavoured  Alcoholic beverages  and Coke would be a 
bust  business  along  with  all the other  beverage manufacturers. 
 

"Libby Davies   wanted to know if HC would ban e-cigs as she thought that it was harmful."       <--- 
Please,  before you judge a product  research it... there are many reports  already on this  subject, it's 
a worldwide trend.   Smokers are switching  in Droves  and this alone  should  tell you something  in 
itself......   "Over the past decade, new research has taught us more about how nicotine affects the brain and the body. 

Some of it is good news -- for example, a lower incidence of Alzheimer's disease in smokers." 
Italicized quoted from--> http://health.howstuffworks.com/wellness/drugs‐alcohol/nicotine‐health‐
benefits.htm 

    There are many  other Studies out there, you need to look for them and read them.  many EX 

Smokers  have searched out this Knowledge  and  learned that  Nicotine  is  not just the only bad 

guy  in cigarettes,  how  else can I actually reduce personal  nicotine  intake  over 6 

months  when it is supposedly  SO  addictive.   Again just my own opinion here. 

 

    I am 1 of many  anecdotal evidence  users  within Canada alone,  now  this  is 1 from 1 town  in 1 

Municipality in 1 Region or County, within a Province which is part of our Country if you  could  do 

the long  math on that  you could see Quite a few vapers are here.  Imagine  users from around the 

world  with same results as mine.... some even faster reductions  within shorter timeframes....   but 

remember,  I only wanted to reduce my  consumption of cigarettes this time since Quit 

attempts  had all failed  as I previously  brought forth.  Almost 30 Years of  smoking  Quit over 3 

days  and I QUIT with no prescription  and no Drug store visit  no expensive  drugs that  have 

already been tried  and  didn't work,   Not  Even a Burden on the Social or Medical System  for  my 

attempt to reduce consumption of Cigarettes.  I've  done this  all without  bothering  doctors, 

pharmacies or anyone that Society in general  forks  Billions of tax dollars  yearly over for.  This 

Success was completed  with MY money, My research  and My time.  So again I ask YOU  to please 

not interfere any more than necessary in a  product that is a consumer  product  that consumers 

use  and in most cases already self regulate.  Mandatory  testing  I agree is required,   but  much  of 

the regulation framework is already in place,  just all vendors  need to get on board  with ECTA  to 

follow through  with their plan  for regulating  products  as well as Whom is entitled to 

the  product...    IE:    no minors  or non smokers   this  is in no way  targeted at these groups, it's a 
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device for us smokers to  enjoy  something  that we crave,  much  like Tim Hortons  Provides  us all 

with coffee on a daily basis  as Caffeine is also  a ADDICTIVE drug  you know,  but is  sold  at every 

coffee shop in Canada  and is also  covered by Regular HST  as a Consumable product. 

 

Thank you  for taking the time to  add this to your  briefing.  

 

Sincerely,  

John Patenaude   


